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Introduction

Proposed Approach

Experiments

Ø Task: Design a novel high-precision rotation detector for small, cluttered

Ø Gaussian Modeling:

Ø High-Precision Detection Experiment:

and rotated objects.

Ø Contributions:
• Differing from the dominant existing practices that build rotation

To break the original inductive design paradigm, we adopt deductive
paradigm to construct more accurate rotation regression loss. We convert a
arbitrary-oriented bounding box (x,y,w,h,𝜃) into a 2-D Gaussian (𝜇, Σ)

detectors heavily upon the horizontal detectors, we develop new
rotation detection loss from scratch and show that it is coherent with
existing horizontal detection protocol in its degenerated case for
horizontal detection.
• To achieve a more principled measurement between the prediction

Ø Comparison of Peer Methods:

and ground truth, instead of computing the difference for each
physically-meaningful parameter related to the bounding box which
are in different scales and units, we innovatively convert the
regression loss of rotation detection into the KLD of two 2-D Gaussian
distributions, leading to a clean and coherent regression loss.
• Through the gradient analysis of each parameter in KLD, we further
find that the self-modulated optimization mechanism of KLD greatly

Ø Kullback-Leibler Divergence:

promotes the improvement of high-precision detection, which verify

To explore the more appropriate regression loss, we adopt the Kullback-

the advantage of our loss design. Importantly, we have theoretically

Leibler divergence (KLD). The KLD between two 2-D Gaussian is:

Ø Visual Comparison:

shown that KLD is scale invariant for detection, which is crucial for the
rotation cases.
• Extensive experimental results on seven public datasets and two
popular detectors show the effectiveness of our approach, which

or

achieves new state-of-the-art performance for rotation detection.

Ø Code: https://github.com/yangxue0827/RotationDetection
It can be seen that each item in 𝐷!" (𝑁# ||𝑁$ ) is composed of partial
parameter coupling, which makes all parameters form a chain coupling
relationship. In the optimization process of the KLD-based detector, the
parameters influence each other and are jointly optimized which make
optimization mechanism of the model is self-modulated. In contrast,
𝐷!" (𝑁$ ||𝑁# ) and GWD are both semi-coupled, but 𝐷!" (𝑁$ ||𝑁# ) has a better
Left: previous methods follow the induction paradigm from special horizontal to general rotated detection.
Right: proposed method adopts a deduction methodology from general rotated to special horizontal detection.

central point optimization mechanism.
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